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Finally an Explanation

	

by Charles J. LaBlonde

Since embarking on my Geneva adventure
many years ago, I have been fascinated by
these mysterious numbers that appeared on
mail addressed to Geneva shortly after 1870
and disappeared again in the mid-1880s. Ques-
tions to many experts about these mystery
numbers generally resulted in the explana-
tion, "Well, these are just the Geneva distribu-
tion numbers for incoming mail ."

My problem has always been to establish
exactly what sort of "distribution " was being
numbered. In an effort to answer this, I have
assembled nearly 200 examples of the num-
bers over the years, then tried to analyze the
patterns of the numbers . Herewith a summary
of my findings:

The numbers appear in red and black, on
the front and on the reverse of correspondence, some-
times (rarely) on the stamp, more often on postcards
than on letters, in both solid and dotted versions, gen-
erally not very clear, some numbers much rarer than
others.

The red vs. black color of the distribution numbers
was fairly easy to figure out . . .all marks before the
founding of the UPU in 1875 are red and all those af-
ter the UPU are black . Other postal markings follow
this pattern. But the color sheds no light on the real
purpose of the numbers.

FIGURE 2 - 14 November 1884, posted in Geneva
at 4 PM, received in Carouge at 4 PM, for Delivery 5 .

FIGURE 1 - 5 December 1881, posted in Geneva at
6 PM, arrived in Carouge at 6 PM, just in time for
the last delivery of the day, Delivery 6.

We should also note in passing that the distribu-
tion numbers on the front or on the reverse seems to
show no pattern over the years . The same can be said
for the solid vs. the dotted borders . . .their appearance
is random, although the solid borders seem more com-
mon in the early days.

The overwhelming occurrence on postcards re-
mains a mystery to me.

My attempts at understanding the purpose of the
numbers have always been aimed at treating the
numbers as letter carrier routes for delivery of the

mail within the city . I spent many hours with
maps, pinpointing the various addresses on the
mail and trying to correlate these locations with
the distribution numbers . This never proved
very satisfactory, due to many incomplete ad-
dresses (i .e ., people's names, but no street names
or numbers . . .at that time in Geneva, everyone
was known!). My geographic theory of letter car-
rier route numbers really fell apart on the day I
found four postcards to the same company, at the
same address, with four different distribution
numbers.

Recently, with the help of a large lot of Ge-
neva distribution numbers from the Rölli auc-
tion, I began to look at the time of day relative
to the numbers .

	

(Continued on Page 4)
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Dick Barton
This job is made easier and a lot more enjoyable be-

cause of the help and support that I receive from the
members. As an example, my request for a French
translator has drawn 4 1/2 responses . I call one only
1/2, because one individual also translates German ar-
ticles and I will continue to use him for that . I do not
have a lot of French articles and my immediateneeds
have been met, but it is comforting to know that I
have these volunteers when needed. I thank the re-
sponders and ask the rest of you, "how can you help ."

I would like to keep cover stories as original and
use any translations of previously printed articles for
inside TELL. Harlan Stone has been very productive
at sending in cover articles, but he is running out of
ideas. I would like to see some other items submitted.
How about a series of cover articles on the Standing
Helvetia Issue?
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From the President
To-day is May 8, most certainly a date which our

"older" generation will never forget . While this is the
year of the "Dove of Basel', nevertheless, fifty years
plus one day ago the so-called Pax set (Z 262-274)
was issued in Switzerland with all but two stamps
carrying the imprint "Pax hominibus, bonae
voluntatis" or "peace to men of good will" . Couldn't
we use a little bid of this to-day?

As an ardent stamp collector already in those
days, I wanted to buy a mint set, but secured only the
values below Sfr. 3. The rest had to wait since the
high values were just too expensive to buy with the
measly pay of those days, but in August I went back
to the same post office and bought the rest of the set,
since I had my mind made up to save for it! It can be
done!

At the same date the 5c design was issued as a
stamp with a 10c surcharge designated for the Red
Cross. Postal items with the 9-5-45 cancellation from
the Main Post Office, Bern 1 and the Swiss Postal
Museum in Bern, carry a special two-line red
handstamp "1 . Tag der Waffenruhe, Cessation des
hostilitas" (First day of cease-fire).

Earlier in that year, Switzerland issued two
surcharge stamps (10c+10c and 20c + 60c) and the
Sfr. 10 "life-boat" souvenir sheet for the Swiss Fund
for the War Victims. The latter was rather expensive,
with Sfr . 3.- postage value and Sfr. 7 for the Fund.
March 3 . 1945 was declared "Day of the Swiss
Fund . . .- Donation of the Stamp Collectors" . Not only
was the sheet very expensive ($1 was equal to Sfr.
4.35) but in addition there were four special cancels
in German (Basel, Bern, St .Gallen, Zurich), two in
Italian (Bellinzona, Lugano), and three in French
(Lausanne, Neuchâtel, Geneva) or a total of nine.
Some very expensive collecting if one wanted
everything, but it was for a very good cause if one
had the money at that time.

Please help and follow the Editor's suggestion
and copy page 9 of the May "TELL" which has a
supplement to Part 47, page 113 of the Ganz Book.
This page was inadvertently left out when the
printing took place and after the discovery, we felt
this would be the easiest way to make the correction.

Congratulations to Chuck LaBlonde for being
invited as a judge to the "Basler Taube" exhibition in
Basel Switzerland, June 17-25 . There will be 400
exhibitors, including 4 AHPS members from the US,
and 3000 frames (12 pages/frame) . Quite a job for the
judges!

When you read this, some of you have returned
from Basel . Hopefully all of you had a good time and
successful "stamping" there!

Ernest L . Bergman

He who seeks, will find
by H. W. Bossert

(SBZ 5/94 pg. 298 Translated by Ernest L . Bergman)

During a bourse at a "Day of the Stamp" indeed
an hour of surprise took place. As usual at such
occasions, I tried to find specially suitable copies of
the 20c "Standing Helvetia" in order to continue the
task of plating OP I . In doing so I found an odd
looking Zst 86C which, based on the print, resembled
closely 86 Ac. The stamp had features of OP II,
namely that of field 24. Besides the watermark "large
cross" and white paper, the stamp, however, had an
11½ x 12 (14 vertical teeth) perforation . Actually
the Zst 86C should have been printed only as OP I . In
the ,handbook "Stehende Helvetia" by P . Guinand et.
al . ., more specifically in the colored center part, such
a copy is also pictured, however, with the optically
more striking retouche 8 of OP II and with a St.
Gallen cancellation. In the text, the attention is also
being drawn to this extraordinary rarity . The
realization of such examples can be thus explained:
The printed sheet with plate 86A was perforated with
the perforation used for 86C.

In the specialized catalog, this stamp is
designated as 86Cb. Based on the handbook, to-date
only three copies are known to exist . These carry
either the town cancel of St. Gallen or that of Zurich
13. Up-to-date, the illustrated stamp is now the
fourth known copy and, to the great delight of the
discoverer, was roused from the sleep of the "Sleeping
Beauty".

Still to-date, searching through accumulations
can get very exciting and with a little bit of luck,
perhaps soon again, one can say . . ..

He who seeks, will find!
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Geneve Distribution Numbers (Cont. from cover)

This is a problem since very few pieces of the mail
were backstamped. But, those pieces that had back-
stamps containing the time showed a distinct correla-
tion with the distribution numbers.

I then examined all the local covers and cards,
posted in Geneva for Geneva or Carouge, with timed
cancels, but with no backstamps. Once again, the
correlation between posting time and distribution num-
bers was striking.

Finally I examined letters and cards to Geneva
from nearby towns (such as Lausanne), towns that
would have frequent rail connections to Geneva, and
from which approximate arrival times in Geneva
could be estimated.

All three methods, along with the percentages
noted later, led to a picture of the distribution num-
bers as time of delivery markings . Once again,
based upon my current holdings, I estimate the mean-
ing of the six distribution numbers as follows:

1 - Arrival/Delivery before 7 AM
2 - Arrival/Delivery between 7 AM and 10 AM
3 - Arrival/Delivery between 10 AM and Noon
4 - Arrival/Delivery between Noon and 3 PM
5 - Arrival/Delivery between 3 PM and 5 PM
6 - Arrival/Delivery after 5 PM.

Having derived a theory based upon some-
what limited evidence, one must then ask
whether the theory stands the test of common
sense. Let's examine that angle briefly.

I am assuming 6 mail deliveries per day in
Geneva at that time . This is not unreasonable.
The evidence points to Delivery 1 as the largest
and most important, with letters posted in town
in the evening as well as letters arriving by
train in the late evening and during the night.

The theory requires more data to support it.
I hope to find some information on the railroad

FIGURE 5 - 11 January 1873, local postcard posted at
11 AM for Delivery 3 (red, on reverse, shown at right) .

FIGURE 3 - 13 February 1872, Geneva local letter
posted at 5 PM. Delivery 5 (red) on reverse.

FIGURE 4 - 18 October 1884, reply card from Ve-
rona, Italy, to Carouge, arrived 1 PM for Delivery 4.
Note Ambulant transit mark, 19 October 10 PM.

schedules from this era. By examining the train
schedules from other Swiss towns to Geneva, other ar-
rival times can be established and compared with the
distribution numbers.
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The table below gives a statistical sum-
mary of the Geneva distribution numbers
known to me.

Earliest - 9 December 1871
Latest - 17 January 1885
Red - 26%

Black - 74%
Front - 76%

Reverse - 24%
Solid - 45%

Dotted - 55%
Letters - 7%

Postcards - 93%
1 - 37%

	

2-11%
3 -18%

	

4-20%
5-12%

	

6-2%

FIGURE 7 - 6 August 1884 postcard from Territet
to Carouge, received 7 August 1884 6 AM, in time
for the early Delivery 1.

July 1995

FIGURE 6 - 16 June 1878, postcard to Carouge,

posted at 9 AM, in time for Delivery 2.

FIGURE 8 - Letter posted Geneva 29 October
1878 9 PM, marked for the next day, Delivery 1
in Sierne, east of Carouge . For some reason Ca-

rouge could not deliver until Delivery 2 (note
Sierne is a small settlement, out in the country).
But the addressee had moved to Geneva.
Geneva arrival postmark 30 October 1878 4
PM, Delivery 4.

Those of you who own mail with a Geneva distri-
bution number, please send me photocopies . I will
pay for your reproduction and postage costs .

TELL 5



Switzerland to the United States via Prussian Closed Mail
by Harlan F. Stone

A very scarce example
of mail from Switzerland
to the United States
through the Prussian
closed mail route appears
in the illustration. In
1867 such trans-Atlantic
letters could go via France
for 110c., via Bremen for
95c., or via Prussian
closed mail for 170c . or
180c., depending on the
Swiss zone of departure.
With such a high price,
the Prussian way was
unlikely to attract much
business.

Nevertheless, a writer
in Brienz picked this most
expensive route to send a
valuable letter bearing
five wax seals on the back and weighing 25 grams.
The postage rate from Zone I in Switzerland was 170c.
per 15 grams, effective from November 26, 1859, to
March 11, 1868 (see Richard Schaefer's new book
Swiss Letter Mail to Foreign Countries 1459-1907).
This double weight letter required 340c . in postage
and 20c. for the registration fee, a total of 360c.

However, a notation in the upper left corner,
states that the sender had not paid enough for
(Prussian) closed mail via Cologne and Ostende . The

righthand 50c. stamp in the bottom row appears to
have been added to make up the shortage.

The postmarks on the letter show that it left
Brienz on July 10, 1867, traveled by the Bern-Zurich
railroad on the same day (backstamp) and the Baden
railroad the next day (backstamp), passed through
Aachen on July 12, and reached New York by British
packet on July 24. The letter was fully paid to its

destination, the town of Jeffersonville, which appears
to have been in the state of New York. The spelling of
the address makes it difficult to be certain.

AWARDS
by Harlan F. Stone

SCOPEX 95
Eight frames of superb Standing Helvetia stamp

varieties and covers won both the Helvetia and
SCOPEX Grand awards for Ralph B. Soderberg . His
exhibit, one of the world's best on this 1882-1907 issue,
contained rare 1-Franc and 3-Franc usages on cover
and high-value Standing and Sitting Helvetia mixed
frankings.

AHPS member Robert G. Zeigler served on the
SCOPEX jury.

"Uses of Stamp-Imprinted Envelopes and Postal
Cards Issued from 1867 to 1905", by Harlan F . Stone,
won Helvetia and SCOPEX gold metals, plus the APS
research award. This six frame exhibit included many
non-standard uses of Swiss postal stationery not in
any catalog. It also won the following awards: NY
Mega Event 95, gold, APS research, Marcus White
stationery award, FINLANDIA 95, large vermeil .

James A. Anderson, who displayed the Sitting
Helvetia issue in eight frames, won the Helvetia silver
medal, along with a SCOPEX gold medal . He empha-
sized covers carried on railway lines . It also won a
gold at ROMPEX 95.

The Helvetia bronze medal went to R. Bruce
Marsden, who showed his ever-changing "Swiss
Fondue", an overview of the many aspects of Swiss
philately. His five frame exhibit also received a
SCOPEX silver medal.

"Swiss Priority Mail" was the subject of Charles J.
LaBlonde, who won both a SCOPEX silver medal and
the Modern Postal History Society award . He
documented and illustrated the two tier mail system
for "A" and "B" delivery speeds in five frames.
ARIPEX 95, silver-bronze, American Air Mail Society
silver.

Steve P. Turchik won a SCOPEX silver medal for
five frames of Basel city stampless covers from 1765 to
1865 plus a mint Basel Dove cantonal stamp.

(see other awards on Page 13)
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Profiles of Swiss Stamp Collectors
Emil L. Tobler

	

Robert D. Gleichenhaus

One of the special appeals for our
membership is the AHPS Swiss sales
circuits, managed by Emil Tobler, who
lives in Bradsford, Rhode Island.

Emil is retired, formerly serving
as a Life and Health Insurance
Executive.

He is a long time AHPS member
since the beginning of the society and
has performed the important task of
Sales Circuit Manager since 1984

His Swiss collecting specialties are
Strubels on cover, postally used
singles with an emphasis on
Tete-beche, se-tenent and officials.
He also collects Germany and
Scandinavia.

Both of his parents are Swiss . His
mother was the only one of eight sisters and three
brothers to come to the United States . With so many
aunts and uncles, Emil received many mailings from
Switzerland for birthdays, Christmas, and other
occasions. He started collecting stamps world-wide at
the age of seven, but quickly concentrated on
Switzerland.

It's always interesting to see how our members
get started in their contributions to the Society, so
Emil explains how he became the Sales Circuit
Manager.

" Until I retired in 1984, I had been basically a
closet collector. I belonged to a couple of trading
clubs and AHPS, but not any other philatelic
organizations. Stamp purchases were usually made
at auction, or occasionally at a stamp show, so there
was little contact with other collectors."

"In 1984 I came out of the closet --
no longer having any work
responsibilities -- joined the APS,
started attending stamp shows in the
U. S. and Switzerland on a regular
basis and assumed responsibility for
the AHPS sales circuits . At first the
circuits did not have many participants
either as buyers of sellers . There was
a paucity of material for sale . With the
encouragement and help of our then
president and editor, we had a
recruiting drive for buyers and sellers.
We enlisted a good number of buyers,
but not enough sellers . In order to
improve the quality and increase the
quantity of material available to
buyers, I began buying Swiss
collections and accumulations at
auction and entering much of the

material in the circuits. Along with the Swiss
material acquired at auction came considerable
quantities of stamps from other countries of western

Europe. After several years I had
accumulated a quantity of non-Swiss
material which I had to dispose of. In
1988 I decided to take a table at a local
stamp club bourse. Since then I've
developed a pleasant little business
(extended hobby) which takes me to
stamp shows all over New England,
into Canada and as far South as
Washington D .C. At bourses I buy and
sell not only Switzerland, but other
countries of Western Europe,
Scandinavia, the U. S. and British
colonies ."

"Over the years the circuits have
developed nicely. There is now a good
supply of material for sale and a ample
number of interested buyers . New
buyers or sellers are always welcome."

"AHPS claims in its membership a number of
knowledgeable collectors, several of whom have been
very helpful to me . Through my work on the sales
circuits, I've acquired several personal friends. I very
much enjoy our conventions, which are not only
pleasant social occasions, but also opportunities for
learning. I consider all my AHPS related activities
thoroughly worthwhile."

It is a pleasure having Emil in AHPS and we
should all give him a big "thank you" for his efforts in
making Swiss stamp collecting such a pleasure.

(Editors note : Emil first sends the circuits to all
subscribers and only then will he purchase circuit
items that no one else wanted . As such he must pass
up some highly desirable items!)
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THE NACHNAHME
by Herbert Brach

I am surely not the first collector on this side of
the Atlantic who has had problems with the concept
and the workings of the Nachnahme or Rembourse-
ment as practiced by the Swiss postal system during
the Strubel time. Any notions that this service was
analogous to the C.O.D. system as practiced by the
U.S. postal system gets quickly dispelled.

The C.O.D. is mainly known for the delivery of
merchandise and the collection of the value thereof.
That was not the function of the Nachnahme system,
at least not that part which we
are going to discuss.

It must be understood that
there were two systems operat-
ing in Switzerland simultane-
ously, which, though handled in
the same offices and often by the
same employees, were kept rig-
idly separate.

One system was the BRIE-
FPOST, or letter post, which
handled only letters without
value, registered letters,
Nachnahme letters with collect
value of up to Fr 30 .- (raised to
Fr 50.- as of July 1st, 1862), let-
ter packages, merchandise sam-
ples, small parcels without value
up to 4 pounds in weight, newspapers and printed
matter.

The other system, the FAHRPOST, or stagecoach
post, took care of everything else . Packages, mer-
chandise, suitcases, money transmittals, certificates
with monetary value, objects with a declared value,
Nachnahme in value up to Fr 300.- . The post office
was liable for the declared value of articles shipped
via the stagecoach post and the driver of the coach
was responsible, via signature, for each article car-
ried from receipt to delivery.

While letters accompanying merchandise or let-
ters containing valuables transported via stage coach
post exist, these rarely had stamps on them (mainly
in the period of the perforated Sitting Helvetia and
the Standing Helvetia) and the cancels used were al-
most exclusively those of the straight-line type.
These are not the Nachnahme letters being discussed
here. This article is strictly about reimbursements
collected via the letter post.

The letter post Nachnahme was used extensively
to collect annual subscriptions to newspapers and of-
ficial gazettes, for the payment of insertions of adver-
tisements in publications, to collect document fees of
juridical and ecclesiastic nature and to collect the an-
nual property tax from residents who had moved
away. At times it was used to serve as an official re-
ceipt of notifications of judicial decisions made and

very often fulfilled the sole mundane task of passing
the mailing cost to the recipient, an art form prac-
ticed primarily by small municipalities whose budg-
ets did not allow for the frivolous expense of buying
stamps.

There is not much romance to the collection of
newspaper subscriptions, possibly the most frequent
use of the letter post Nachnahme system. But once
in a while, you run into the unusual.

I have seen one parish priest collecting from an-
other parish, via Nachnahme, the fee for publishing
the marriage banns in his church for a couple of
which the prospective bride came from his parish, but
the groom from the other.

The Nachnahme letter above is from 1856 in
which the commune of Zell in the Canton Zurich is
trying to collect the 1855 poverty tax of Fr 2 .- from an
erstwhile resident now residing abroad, in Fusach,
Austria. Receipt of the letter was refused and the
nearest Swiss post office to the border, Rheineck, re-
turned the letter to sender, charging an additional 15
Rp for the return trip . This, on top of the original
postage and collection charge, which had been calcu-
lated at 50 Rp, even though only 40 Rp can be found
in stamps on the cover . Far from collecting their Fr
2.-, the commune of Zell was charged 65 Rp to get
their letter back ; they had no choice, for the sender of
a refused Nachnahme was obligated to pay all fees
assessed in the attempt to collect.

Then there is the Nachnahme letter from Buchs
to Wauwil, which was published in "TELL" Vol XVIII
Nr. 3 of May 1992. No collection amount was in-
volved. The local magistrate in Buchs advises a
debtor in Wauwil that his debt has been officially reg-
istered, this being the first step in a legal process to
effect payment. It was crucial to be able to prove that
the debtor had been notified. Why not by means of a
registered letter, you ask? The answer is easy . A
registered letter would have cost the magistrate 20
Rp, for franking was mandatory. By sending it as a
Nachnahme, while franking was still mandatory to
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cover both the postage and the collection fee, this
expense could be passed on to the addressee for collec-
tion and his payment was proof positive of receipt.

One of the nicest Nachnahme stories I have seen
was part of an article on the free franking privileges
of the official mail of communities in the Strubel pe-
riod by Urs Hermann which appeared in "Post-
geschichte" Nr . 60 of November 1994 . It is given here
in freely translated form and serves to illustrate the
high art of trying to pass the buck of paying postage
to someone else:
The Inglorious Savings Story of Bachenbulach

On June 22, 1869, the community office of Bach-
enbulach writes to their counterparts in Monchaltorf,
asking them to provide information on the financial
circumstances of any citizens of Bachenbulach resid-
ing in Monchaltorf; this information is to provide the
basis for calculating the poverty tax they would be
liable for . (Note: Once a citizen, always a citizen of a
community in Switzerland; each community took care
of its own poor by means of levying a poverty tax).
The letter is correctly franked with a 10 Rp Strubel
for the 30 km distance.

The answer from Monchaltorf is by return mail,
advising only one Bachenbulach citizen, the teacher
Heinrich Fritschi, endowed with a taxable fortune of
Fr 3,500, presently reside in Monchaltorf. The an-
swer is sent unfranked, is taxed with 10 Rp postage,
which is duly collected in Bachenbulach . To get their
information, the commune of Bachenbulach is thus a
total of 20 Rappen poorer.

Two years later, the process is repeated, but with
some changes designed to save Bachenbulach some
money. On July 24, 1861, Bachenbulach sends their
request for information to Monchaltorf, without
franking! Monchaltorf pays the 10 Rp with which the
letter is duly taxed, informs that teacher Fritschi's
taxable capital is now Fr 5,000, but sends the answer'
as a Nachnahme, with an amount to be collected of 10
Rp (to reimburse themselves for the 10 Rp spent to
receive the unfranked letter) . Since franking of reim-
bursement letters is mandatory, the 10 Rp return
postage and the 10 Rp minimum collect charge trans-
lates into the affixing of a 20 Rp Strubel onto their
answer . Thus, Bachenbulach is charged 30 Rp to
gain possession of the letter (10 Rp collection, plus 20
Rp for postage and fee).

Far from cutting their expense in half,- as they
had hoped, the expense to the community of Bachen-
bulach turned out to be 50% higher than it had been
two years earlier .

THE RATES
First Rate Period, September 15, 1854-June 30, 1862

Maximum collect value : Fr 30.- . From August 1,
1860 on: Fr 20.-. Collection charge, in addition to
normal postage: 1% of value collected, but a mini-
mum of 10 Rp; additional fractions rounded up to
nearest higher 10 Rp. There was also, until July 31,
1860, an obligatory fee of 5 Rp for a receipt for

reimbursements with a value of Fr 6 .- and up, which
it was optionally possible to add to the amount to be
collected from addressee . From October 1, 1858 on, it
was possible to pay these 5 Rp by means of stamps.
Previous to that date, it had to be paid in cash . It
was thus possible for a discrepancy of 5 Rp to exist
between the total assessed in stamps and the total fee
passed on to the addressee for collection . Form
August 1, 1860 on, the receipt form was optional, for
an increased fee of 10 RP, payable in cash . This fee
could no longer be passed on to the addressee as part
of the amount to be collected. Franking was
obligatory.

Second Rate Period, July 1, 1862 - July 31, 1863
Maximum value for collection is now Fr 50 .- . The

collection charge, as before, in addition to normal
postage, is 1% of the amount to be collected, but a 10
Rp minimum; additional fractions rounded up to the
nearest higher 10 Rp. The optional receipt fee of 10
Rp could not be added to the franking and could not
be passed on for collection from addressee ; it had to
be paid for in cash . Franking was compulsory.

It takes quite a bit of practice and circumspection
to calculate the total to be collected on a Nachnahme
letter correctly, for there are three main elements to
be considered:

1. The amount to be collected.
2. The postage ; not only the distance traveled of

the letter, but also its weight have to be considered to
arrive at the correct postage to be paid. Nachnahme
letters frequently contained documentary enclosures
which increased their weight beyond the limit of the
first weight scale.

3. The collection fee . This has to be rounded up
to the next higher 10 Rp increment . The fee for a col-
lection of Fr 11 .20 would thus be 20 Rp . Depending
on the date, the fee of 5 Rp of the obligatory receipt
could well have been added to that.

If the postage in the above example in the year
1857 had been 15 Rp, the sum of postage and fees
could have come to 40 Rp and the total collected Fr
11 .60.

Please note that I have adapted the Nachnahme
rates to the two rate periods into which ordinary
Strubel mail is generally divided . A good case can be
made for presenting the Nachnahme rates in three
periods, and Urs Hermann does so in his excellent ar-
ticle on Nachnahme rates in "Postgeschichte" Nr . 16
of January 1995, which anybody with an interest in
this subject should read . He divides as follows:

First Period Jan 1, 1852 - Sept 30, 1858
Second Period Oct 1, 1858 - July 31, 1860
Third Period Aug 1, 1860 - July 31, 1863
If the subject of Nachnahme letters was too dull

for you in the past, or if you found the problem of cal-
culating the rates too daunting, I hope this little arti-
cle will help to add a new interest to your collecting
field.
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RECENT SWISS R-LABEL
ACTIVITY by Arnold Zumstein, Luzern

(Translated from the GABRA III Catalog
by Charles J . LaBlonde, reprinted with
permission of the author)

The Swiss R-label was the subject of
much activity in 1993/1994, as new types
were introduced in each year . Or, in other
words, the 1993 label was only partially
delivered when a new type replaced it.

But let's start at the beginning. The
Swiss PTT used the first official R-label on 1
July 1892, more than 20 years after the
Germans introduced printed R-labels in
1871 in the annexed area of
Alsace-Lothringen. Prior to 1892, Swiss
registered letters were noted with a
hand-stamped rectangular mark with
rounded corners (Figure 1, below) . The

Fig. 1- Registered letter 26 July 1880 in the
local area. Local postage 5 rappen, registration
20 rappen, total of 25 rappen . Registration mark'
with handmade number and blank "G" since
letter was first weight step.

registration number was entered by hand after the
"N." The "G" was for the weight of the letter in
grams and was usually only filled in if the letter
was heavier than the basic weight step.

There were forerunners of the printed PTT
R-labels. As best we know today these were used
only by the firm Benziger & Co . in Einsiedeln, later
the printer of the International Reply Coupons . Of
these private labels, only two examples are known
today. The Benziger label, larger than the later
PTT R-labels, had a red frame, a red "R" and a red
town name, "Einsiedeln ." The "No." and
"ecommende" were black . The number was entered
by hand. Probably Benziger sent a large number of
registered letters and used the numbers for internal
control purposes . Note on the letter (Figure 2, right)
that the PTT still applied the official R mark, but the
number was left blank. The other known Benziger
letter has the number 2248!

The first PTT R-labels of 1 July 1892 (Type 1)
measured 45 x 15 mm . They were entirely red except

10 TELL

Fig. 3 . Type 1, red, with black town name.
Narrow numbers. Local letter of 27 June 1898,
10 rappen postage + 10 rappen registration.

for the name of the town which was black and they
were printed in sheets of 50 with the numbers 1 to
1000. The separation lines (rouletted) were colorless
(many of the labels were cut from the sheets with
scissors since the perforations were not well done).
The numbers are very closely spaced, preceded by
"No." (See Figure 3, above)

Type 2 appeared officially on 1 August 1904 but
there are earlier uses known in 1902 and 1903 . The
label is totally black and the numbers are further
apart than the first type . There are separation

Fig. 2 - Private R-label . . .forerunner of the firm
Benziger & Co. in Einsiedeln with official R
marking added to the letter. No number in
official R mark since number was on private
label . Letter second weight step (16-30 grams)
posted on 31 October 1888 to France. Postage 2
x 25 rappen for a double letter plus 25 rappen for
registration = 75 rappen .
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variations: right, top and bottom perforated 11
1/2, possibly a separation test . (See Figure 4).

Fig. 4 - Type 2, black R-label with "No", colorless
separation line of the 1904 variety, used on 31
January 1921 in Munsterlingen. Inland
registered letter, basic rate 20 rappen,
registration 20 rappen = 40 rappen total postage.

Fig. 5 - Type 3, black label without "No" and
thick "R". Late use in 1981 . Registered printed
matter rate 20 + 70 = 90 rappen postage.

Beginning 1 February 1914, the labels were
no longer printed in sheets, but rather in vertical
strips of 10 with numbers from 1 to 000 (000 is for
1000, but the 1 is added by hand) . The labels were
horizontally rouletted, but often cut with scissors.
The top label with number 1 was still perforated
at the top. At the other end where the numbers
ended with "0" there was a tab with the number
215 attached, which sometimes shows up on
letters.
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Fig. 6 - Type 4, "R", frame red . Town name
Niesenkulm printed on the label in black with a
straight line cancel . Registered printed matter
postage 20 + 70 = 90 rappen.

Other changes to Type 2 occurred in 1924 when the
separation lines were noted by 21 horizontal black
dashes and in 1925 with 16 black dashes.

Type 3 was introduced on 1 August 1926 . It was
printed in black with colorless separation lines,
thicker "R" and "No" in front of the number . Few
post offices ever got this type . (Fig 5, left).

Type 4 arrived in February 1936 . It was the same
as Type 3 except the frame and the "R" were red . The
rest was black and it had no frame . (See Figure 6).

In July 1945 we find Type 5 with red "R" and the
rest black with no frame . (See Figure 7).

Starting 1 July 1964 the post code was added to
this label type. Many collectors, especially those
outside of Switzerland, call this a new type (Type 6).

It is still used today along with Type 8 for internal
mail, until the supplies are exhausted . One also finds
Type 6 as self-stick labels with 4 or 5 digit numbers

Fig. 7 - Type 5, "R" red, rest black, without
frame and without post code . Inland registered
letter from 1949 : 20 + 20 rappen for registration.

R-label perforated 11 1/2 .
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used in Bern 1 Annahme (mailings from the
PTT postage stamp sales office) . (See Figure 8,
right.)

In 1993 Type 7 showed up. This one is
totally black with a narrower "R" and
appeared first at WIBRA in Winterthur.
Several post offices received this type of label
during 1993. (Figure 9, below)

(Translator's Note: As late as August 1994,
post offices were still using this type of label
for the first time . The extent of the printing
and distribution of the Type 7 labels has not
yet been firmly established .)

Fig. 9 - The totally black Type 7 with
thinner "R", that was replaced already
in 1994 by Type 8 with bar code. Not
used in all post offices . Inland
registered postage 4 francs.

Finally on 1 March 1994 the PTT issued the
Type 8 R-label, self-stick with bar code, that is to
replace Types 6 and 7. The new label is especially
intended for foreign mail, while the older types can be
used up domestically. But some post offices
immediately went for the convenience of the
self-stick labels for all correspondence and
others are using a mixture of label types.
(Figure 10)

Fig. 10 (right) - Type 8, with bar code,
used since 1 March 1994 on mail abroad.
Letter of 1 March 1994 with R-label number 1,
a different kind of first day . Inland registered
postage 4 francs .

Fig. 8 - Type 6, like Type 5 but with post code.
Inland registered letter, 40 +70 = 110 rappen.

For all labels, at least up to Type 6, blank
labels exist that could be stamped with straight
line cancel devices or even typewriters.
Sometimes the blank labels were just used that

way. (Figure 11 opposite page).
To conclude the story, we mention the

R-labels used by companies who have permits
to "register" their own mail . . .like Benziger,
mentioned above. Such labels have a green "R"
and 2 green "PP" (for postage paid) . These have
existed since 1925, first rouletted, since 1941

perforated, since 1993 in black . (Figure 12
opposite page).

{Translator's Note : If any of our members have
not seen the newer R-labels, I will supply some
samples in return for an SASE and a dollar bill .}

Left: The self-stick label
of the PTT Postage Stamp
Office (Bern 1 Annahme).
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Fig. 11 - Blank R-label, Type 6 without
town name, as opposed to Figure 7 above . Lo-
cal registered letter 10 + 20 = 30 rappen.

Awards (cont.)
Other

Switzerland exhibitors have also
garnered the following awards in
recent months.

Ernest L. Bergman: "Foreign
Censorship of Mail from and to
Switzerland during World War II",
INDYPEX 94, vermeil, APS post
1940.

Gene Kelly, "Catalog of Fiscal
Stamps, Vol. 6", FEPA 94 (the
Hague, Netherlands), bronze.

Charles J. LaBlonde, "Swiss Ma-
chine Cancels", AIRPEX 94 (Day-
ton, Ohio) silver-bronze.

William C. Norby, UPU 25th An-
niversary Issue and the Extraordi-
nary Congress of 1900",
CHICAGOPEX 94, gold: NY 95
MEGA-Event, vermeil.

Ralph B. Sodenberg, "IKW Issue
1918-1919" . Plymouth 95 vermeil,
Helvetia award.

George O. Trabue Jr . : "Strubel
Era 1854-62," Plymouth 95, silver.

Harlan F . Stone: "Used Cards
and Envelopes 1867-1905,"

AHPS Circuit Sales
Recently activated circuits in-

cluded strubels, officials, airmails
and semi-postals, containing much
first class material, at remarkably
reasonable prices. As SASE will
bring all the information you need to
start receiving circuits with the
categories you want . Emil Tobler,

Circuit Sales Manager, P .O. Box 26,
Bradford, RI 02808
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Fig. 12 - The black and green label used
since 1925 by firms that register their own
mail .
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WORLD WAR II -- ONE MORE
TIME - PART 6 by Charles J. LaBlonde

The prior parts of this series dealt mainly with
World War II letters from the PTT trying to explain
rapidly evolving mail routing and subsequent mail
delays. We found these letters in the archives of the
PTT Library. And there are still more interesting
letters to come in future parts of the series.

But, while in the basement of the PTT Library, we
also had a chance to study the actual, official PTT
WW II Postal Bulletins (called "PTT Amtsblatt") that
were issued to pass instructions to Swiss post offices
during the war, as routes changed constantly . Some
small portions of these Bulletins are presented here to
provide yet again a very real sense of the complexity
of WW II postal connections.

Among WW II postal scholars questions have
always existed as to the accuracy, and especially
currency, of the disseminated PTT information.
Events in the real world happened faster than rules
could be published. Your opinions on this would be
very welcome.

One question that has been around for awhile is
the origin of the three-line boxed markings "Zuruck -
Retour, Postverkehr eingestellt, Service postal
suspendu." In PTT Postal Bulletin 83 we read:

"Postal connections with Norway are fully broken.
Registered letters and other pieces destined for this
country may no longer be accepted by post offices.
Ordinary postal rules for Norway no longer apply.
Mail in transit will be returned by the exchange office
Basel 2 Briefversand to the post office of origin with

the following marking:

Not more than a week later, Bulletin 123, 2 July
1940, POSTAL TRAFFIC WITH FRANCE AND
OVERSEAS, modified the previous, as follows:

"The postal connection with southern France via
Geneva - Annemasse has been reestablished. Regular
and registered mail as well as other items destined for
unoccupied France can be accepted again . But money
orders, COD and other financial transactions are still
suspended for all of France.

Also, connections with French Colonies, with
England and Ireland, also British Colonies and
Dominions remain in suspension . Railroad traffic
within France is still not sufficiently restored to send
mail by land to Lisbon for loading on ships . But there
exists a one-time opportunity to get letter mail on the
steamer "Manhattan," scheduled to sail from Lisbon to
New York on 9 July. Letters to the USA will be
transported by air to Lisbon for payment of 10 rappen
surcharge per 20 grams. Such letters must be received
in Chiasso by the afternoon of 3 July ."

(Translator's note : This is the second time we
have encountered the notion of spending an extra 10
rappen to get a letter from Switzerland to Lisbon by
air to meet a ship for transit to New York. Given the
usual surface rate to the USA of 30 rappen, a letter
taking advantage of this special offer should have 40
rappen total postage. After researching many, many
letters, I have finally found one that appears to have
used this service . See Figure 1 .)

FIGURE 1 - Letter of 1 July 1940, utilizing
the special air service to Lisbon, to meet the
steamer "Manhattan." Note Chiasso 2 transit
marking and extra 10 centimes postage in
addition to the normal surface rate of 30 centimes.

This establishes
quite clearly that
these markings
are Swiss in
origin.

PTT Bulletin 111, 22 June 1940,
POSTAL TRAFFIC ABROAD, reads as
follows:

"The last remaining postal connection
with France, from Geneva via Bellegarde, is
broken . Thus, no further postal items for
France, Great Britain, their colonies and
mandates and British Dominions may be
accepted.

Letters and postcards to Spain and
Portugal may still be sent via airmail Rome -
Barcelona - Lisbon ; also, mail to the USA and
beyond. Further, the connections for letters
to Iran, China, Japan and the Philippines via
Russia and Siberia remain . Senders of other
than letters to these countries would be wise
to hold their mail at this time, as the
exchange offices have been instructed to return them
to the offices of origin . New postal route possibilities
will be established and published as soon as possible ."

Seventeen days later, in PTT Bulletin 137, 19
July 1940, the following POSTAL TRAFFIC WITH
OVERSEAS appeared:
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"Because rail connections from Geneva to Cerbere
have been reestablished, mail (letters and packages
but not value parcels) via Spain and Portugal to most
countries of North, Middle and South America (except
Canada and other British holdings) is once again
possible . Likewise, packages can be sent to Iran,
China, Japan, the Dutch East Indies and Thailand
(Siam) by land via the Balkans and Near Asia . The
postage rates for these destinations have been
provisionally provided to the major post offices . Any
post office not having the latest rates should check
with a nearby post office . The rates will be included in
the next official rate update for foreign mail (A 26).

Normal and registered mail is allowed for Algeria,
Tunisia, Marocco, Syria, Lebanon as well as Libya
and Italian East Africa. Packages for these areas
remain forbidden . With the other French Colonies,
postal connections remain currently broken ."

Now, to show how fast things were changing in
1940, on the next page of the same PTT Bulletin, we
read the following:

"As a follow up to the earlier announcement,
regular and registered mail to all of France (occupied
and unoccupied areas), to French Indochina, to Great
Britain and British Colonies, Dominions,
Protectorates and Mandates (including Egypt) is once
more allowed. Also, mail to Great Britain, British
Colonies, Dominions, etc . is authorized. The routing
will be via Spain and Portugal . The rates for this
service have been distributed to the largest post
offices . The rates will appear in the next issue of the
foreign rates (A 26) ."

FIG. 2 - Even after Italy entered the war (10
June 1940) Swiss airmail was routed to Lisbon
via Chiasso - Rome. After establishment of the
Lufthansa route, this service had to be requested
by the sender, as shown onthis letter from
Zurich, 16 September 1940 . Postage 90 centimes
(30 surface + 60 air surcharge for 0 to 5 grams).
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The next developments occurred in August 1940,
PTT Bulletin 153, under the title Postal Traffic
with Foreign Countries, as follows:

"Beginning September 1940 a Japanese steamer
will depart Lisbon and travel via Capetown & Bombay
to Japan . It will carry mail for the following areas:
Australia, British Indies, China, Hong Kong, Japan,
Malaya, Dutch Indies, Philippines, South Africa and
Thailand. In addition, there is a new connection to
South Africa via Portugal - Madeira - Mozambique (by
sea with Portuguese ships) for packages up to 5
kilograms with no declared value . The rates for these
routes have been provisionally established and
distributed to the larger post offices ."

In the next issue of the PTT Bulletin, still in
August 1940, we read NEW AIRMAIL
CONNECTIONS WITH FOREIGN COUNTRIES:

"1) Beginning 8 August 1940 letter post (regular
and registered) from Switzerland to Great Britain can
be sent via airmail by the connection Lisbon-Great
Britain. These airplanes make 4 round trips every
week. Any mail using this route requires, in addition
to the regular surface postage, a special airmail
surcharge of 30 rappen for each 20 grams or part of 20
grams .

2) A new airmail connection for ordinary and
registered mail is now available as follows:

Thailand & Dutch Indies : Airmail routing from
Rome or, on demand of the sender, from Lisbon.

Malaya & Australia: Airmail from Lisbon only.
These letters are routed Rome - Lisbon - New York

- San Francisco - Hong Kong - Bangkok - Singapore -
Batavia - Sydney.

The airmail surcharge for this route
is Fr 2.10 per 5 grams."

To complete this very pivotal month
in the postal history of WW II, we read
in PTT Bulletin 167 AIRMAIL
SERVICE WITH SPAIN, PORTUGAL
AND THE USA, as follows:

"1) The German Lufthansa is once
more operating their Flight 22 Berlin -
Stuttgart - Madrid. The flight takes
place every weekday as follows:

7 00 Lv Berlin Ar 18 25
10 00 Lv Stuttgart Ar 15 30
14 15 Ar Barcelona Lv 9 20
16 45 Ar Madrid Lv 700

2) The flights are available from 1
September for airmail letters (with
surcharge paid) as well as letters and
postcards without surcharge destined for
Spain and Portugal.

The additional routing to Portugal takes place the
next day from Madrid with Flights 427 and 1207
Barcelona - Madrid - Lisbon (departs 15 00/16 20 and
arrives 17 05/18 35).

3) Any mail destined for the USA or countries
beyond via New York (except Canada and other
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British Areas), that is to be sent via
Lisbon - New York (Clipper) or with
the steamships from Lisbon to New
York, will be put on these Lufthansa
flights .

4) The collection point is Basel 2
from which the mail will be sent daily
except Saturday at 14 35 by train to
Stuttgart in bags destined for
Barcelona, Madrid, Lisbon and the
USA .

5) The Ala Littoria Flight 411/427
Rome - Barcelona will be used only
for mail requiring surcharges when
the sender requests routing via Rome
in writing . "

This announcement gave senders
two options for mail to the USA . . .see
Figures 2 and 3 for examples of each.

In Bulletin 60 the power of politics becomes
apparent:

"Despite earlier information to the contrary, the
postal route via Marseille - Syria for mail to Egypt
and Palestine can no longer be used, due to protests
from the British, with whom negotiations are
currently in progress . Mail for the named countries
will henceforth be routed via New York and Cape
Town ."

FIGURE 3 - Following establishment of the
Lufthansa route to Spain and Portugal, most
mail was routed via Basel 2 to Stuttgart as
shown on this 4 October 1940 letter from
Clarens to New York . Postage 150 centimes (30
surface + 120 air surcharge for 5 - 10 grams).

As we can see, the PTT tried valiantly to keep up
with a rapidly evolving real world.
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